
Vision for Volunteering

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
Thank you for adding your voice to the Vision for Volunteering. Complete as much
of this form as you can to influence our first draft.

Submissions are requested by no later than 28 February 2022.

ABOUT YOU AND YOUR SUBMISSION
This information helps us understand who the Vision is reaching (and who it isn’t).

Q1. Your name
(mandatory)

Q2. Your organisation
(mandatory)

Q3. Your role
(mandatory)

Q4. Your email address
(mandatory)

Q5. If you consulted other organisations/ individuals for this submission, please tell us
how many people you consulted and who they were (i.e. volunteers, front line staff,
senior leaders, other)

YOUR PRIORITIES FOR THE VISION
This information helps us understand which aspects of volunteering you think the Vision should
focus on most.

Q6. What types or models of volunteering does your submission focus on? Select all that
apply. (mandatory)

- Formal
- Informal
- Micro
- Digital



- Family / Cross-Generational
- Pro-Bono / Skills
- Trusteeship
- Mutual Aid
- Other (if other, what types or models of volunteering does your submission focus

on? - short text box)

Q7. Which of the below strands does your submission relate to?
(Tick boxes)

- Climate Emergency
- Employment and Skills
- Health and Wellbeing
- Healthy Ageing
- Resilient Communities
- Younger People Leading Change
- Sport and Physical Activity
- A combination of the above
- None of the above (if none, what themes does your submission address? - short

text box)
(mandatory)

Q8. Are any of the following ‘enablers’ to volunteering relevant to your submission?
Please select all that apply. For these purposes, enablers are areas of structural focus that
are important to healthy and effective volunteering in numerous settings and models.

- Addressing barriers in volunteering, and reducing bureaucracy
- Raising awareness of volunteering
- Tapping into corporate responsibility and employee volunteering
- Volunteer Management and Good Practice
- Quality and Assurance
- Service Design & Commissioning

YOUR VISION FOR VOLUNTEERING
And this final section tells us about your hopes and ambitions for volunteering - the ideas and
insights you think can best help it to grow and thrive over the next ten years.

Q9. If you think ahead to 10 years from now, what key outcomes would you like the
Vision for Volunteering to have helped achieve?



Q10. What are the main barriers or challenges that are affecting volunteering from
achieving these outcomes today? (Where possible, please include evidence to support
this answer)

Q11. Please share practical actions and ideas that would help overcome the above barriers
or challenges, achieving key outcomes for volunteering. (These could be quick wins, or
more ambitious, structural changes).

Q12. How does geography, locality or place play a role in your ideas?

Q13. Is there anything else that you want to capture or report, based on your knowledge
and experience of volunteering, or on discussions you have had?


